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The welcome warmth of a real fire is undeniably one 
of life’s little pleasures especially when it is framed by 
a quality, crafted stone surround. Warmsworth stone
fireplaces are only made from solid natural limestone,
sandstone or granite. Each quarried block is hand
selected by experts to provide the finest raw material 
to our talented stone masons who, in turn, apply their 
age-old skills to create a range of fireplaces that provide 
an inspiring focal point for any room.

Warmsworth
Inspiring Stone
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Quality.
We take a solid block of stone,
check the consistency of the
grain and colour, cut and finish
it and then carefully craft it
into something of real beauty
and quality that will truly
stand the test of time.

Refined.
An outstanding eye for detail
and a flair for design is what
make Warmsworth stone
fireplaces so desirable. 
Choose from our impressive
range or talk to us about a
bespoke design that will add 
a stylish new dimension to
your home.

Crafted.
Natural stone is brought to life
through the craft of our stone
masons who apply their artistic
skills to the cutting, shaping 
and finishing of stone. Whether
it’s a bespoke fireplace, fine
detailing or precise block work,
the quality of their work always
shines through.
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Traditional
Our Traditional range offers a wealth of period features. Graceful arches and 
fine routed detailing are complemented by flowing lines and sensual moulding.
Impressive and eye-catching, all the fireplaces in the traditional range are easily
proportioned to suit any room size.

The Serlby The Traditional Danum

The Sprotbrough The Corble
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Modern Classic
Simple, clean and unfussy lines are what make the Modern Classic range fit so
comfortably into so many styles of home. A fine balance of grace, heritage and
strength of looks, they make a sophisticated statement about your sense of taste
and style that only something of this quality can.
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The Cusworth

The Skelbrooke The Wrangbrooke

The Epworth
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Timeless Classic
The Timeless Classic range is a truly impressive blend of strength and distinction
borne from the architectural grandeur of a bygone age. Discerning buyers will 
find that the stately proportions, coupled with soft angles and crafted curves,
provide a perfect sense of muted period elegance to larger rooms.
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The Harlington The Clayton

The Barnburgh The Hickleton
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City Life
By taking a stylish geometric approach to their design the City Life range sits 
very comfortably with contemporary city living environments, furniture and decor. 
A feeling of form and functionality is inherent in their distinctive lines but those
with a softer side could opt for a curved mantle and hearth to round off the
ultimate in style statements.
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The Block The Cube

The Beam The Arch
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Urban Inspiration
The epitome of chic, the Urban Inspiration range is designed to offer total 
visual integrity when fitted to any modern home. Whether you choose the
uncomplicated, bold, geometric features of the Stepped model or one of our 
ultra modern, space saving ‘Living Frame’ concepts, the sheer elegance is sure
to attract some glowing compliments.
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The Living Frame 1 The Living Frame 2

The Stepped The Mitre
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This page:
Forest Green granite kitchen worktop 
shown with under mounted sink and 
drainer grooves cut into the surface.

Opposite top left:
Vanity top in Bordeaux Red granite 
with African Black mirror frame.

Opposite bottom left:
Granite shower and bath panels with
contrasting Thassos marble floor.

Opposite middle top:
Bespoke commission of wall mounted 
fireplace in exotic Cleopatra granite 
based on the Urban Inspiration range.

Opposite bottom middle
Specially commissioned curved, 
bull-nosed Limestone steps to
swimming complex.

Opposite far right:
Stone tiles fitted to bespoke shower 
cubicle in a wet room area.
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Warmsworth Stone are often commissioned to work 
on special interior projects for discerning customers.
These can range from one-off fireplaces to full interiors
including stone flooring, bathrooms, staircases,
swimming pool surrounds, Jacuzzi areas, wet rooms
and kitchen surfaces. All products are colour matched,
made-to-measure and custom fitted and can be made
from specially selected granite, marble or limestone and
left in a natural state or given a highly polished finish.

Special places
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This page:
Architect designed feature windows
on a new commercial building.

Opposite top left:
Design and build project involving
walling and masonry detailing 
in Limestone.

Opposite top right:
Specially designed ball and finial 
on boundary wall.

Opposite lower right:
Curved planter with Ashlar backdrop.
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Natural stone is a hugely versatile material and its use
in new build, renovation and restoration projects can
achieve stunning results. From simple paving and
walling to decorative block work and ornately carved
details, Warmsworth can provide the best materials 
and expertise to make any exterior project truly special.

Outdoor spaces



All Warmsworth Stone fire surrounds are
produced from 100% solid stone. Stone is 
a natural product, and as such will contain
variations in fossil formation, veining and
colour. This gives each surround its
beautiful individuality.

Due to manufacturing process all
measurements are approximate.

All Warmsworth Stone products should
reach you in good condition, however
please inspect goods prior to installation
as no liability can be accepted once the
fire surround has been installed.

All colours shown are as accurate as the
photographic and printing process will
allow. Stone is a natural material and as
such the shade or tone may differ from
the fireplaces illustrated.

The heat source you can have within 
your chosen fireplace is dependent on 
the type of chimney you have. When
choosing gas or solid fuel fire options 
we recommend you seek advice from 
a CORGI (Gas) or HETAS (Solid Fuel)
registered installer.

The fireplaces shown in this 
brochure are intended as a guide only. 
We reserve the right to change the
product specifications shown within 
the brochure without prior notification.

We want you to enjoy your Warmsworth 
Stone fireplace for many years to come. 
To keep it looking at its best, please 
contact us, or visit the website, to see our
recommended range of natural stone care
and cleaning products.

Warmsworth.
Product Information

Warmsworth Stone Ltd
1-3 Sheffield Road, Warmsworth, Doncaster, South Yorkshire DN4 9QH

Tel: 01302 858617  Fax: 01302 855844
Email: info@warmsworthstone.co.uk  www.warmsworthstone.co.uk
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